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Season 47, Episode 23
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Ep. #11747



Molly and Abigail lean on each other and mourn for Jake. Adam arrives to help comfort Abigail and Carly calls Molly. Donna and Marley show up without Bridget and Michelle and later drop the bombshell on Molly that they intend to keep the twins in Bay City. Cass reads Jakes will, which stipulates that there will be no funeral; he wants everyone to celebrate his life and throw a party. Aaron informs Holden that hes staying in Oakdale. When Lily mentions setting him up in a school, Aaron takes off on his motorcycle. Holden calls Abigail to check up on her and discovers that Aaron ran to her as well. Aaron comforts Abigail, who decides that there is no room for love, or Adam, in her life at the moment. Rose and Carly meet with a skin specialist, who suggests that he take them on as patients for six months. The women refuse to be treated like guinea pigs. Jack vows to find Dr. Weston himself, bring him to Oakdale and force him to reverse the aging process. Jack leaves to ensure that Rosanna will not try to gain permanent custody of Parker while Carly seeks treatment. Once alone with Carly, John accidentally tips her off that Parker is no longer staying with him. Meanwhile, Craig asks Rosanna to explain what happened between them to Lucy. Rosanna reluctantly agrees and tells Lucy how the kiss that they shared was devoid of feelings, upsetting Craig. Tired of everyone assuming the worst of her, Rosanna gives Jack a million dollars to help find Weston. Later, Carly confronts Jack about Parkers whereabouts. 
Quest roles:
Gerald Anthony, Felicia Finley


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 May 2002, 14:00
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